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A co-operative future:
strengthening smallholder co-operatives
for better quality, higher volumes and
greater social impact.
For large groups of farmers,
membership of a co-op improves their
access to finance, inputs, know-how,
and markets. For agribusinesses,
co-ops can be a useful tool for
reaching large numbers of producers,
cost-effectively and at scale. In subSaharan Africa, the yield gap between
smallholder farmers’ actual production
and potential production is higher than
anywhere else in the world. The co-op
structure often proves to be an
effective avenue for addressing this
enduring problem.
A well-structured, well-governed co-op is a
democratic structure that can address market
failures, ultimately improving quality and
yields, as well as smallholders’ overall
resilience. By clubbing together, farmers have
more bargaining power in trade relations; they
can leverage economies of scale to procure
inputs and services; and they can harness
group dynamics for effective savings and
lending schemes. In recent months, the
adaptive nature of well-run co-ops has
allowed farmers to respond to the challenges
of COVID-19. But too many co-ops are far
from fulfilling their potential. A lack of strong,
transparent leadership is the most common
barrier, with access to finance or decent
markets a close second.

% of agricultural commodities
marketed through cooperatives:

40%
EU

5%

AFRICA

Nevertheless, plenty of private sector actors
are successfully engaging with farmer co-ops
and this article examines one of the success
stories: Taylor Winch Tanzania (TWT), who
buys premium Arabica coffee from farmer
co-ops across Tanzania. AgDevCo’s
Smallholder Development Unit (SDU) supports
TWT with funding and technical support to
build the capacity of these co-ops in three
regions of Tanzania. It is also helping them get
international certification, which will allow
15,000 AMCOS members to access better
prices through direct export contracts.
The intensive, year-round AMCOs support
package SDU and TWT have developed is
successfully transforming co-ops into
modern, competitive enterprises, producing a
world-class, certified product. This article
investigates how it encourages technical
rigour and competitive success, alongside the
co-ops’ own values of democracy, equity and
cohesion. It reveals universal lessons on how
a major global exporter can leverage co-ops
to support producers at a hyper-local level, for
its own benefit and the benefit of thousands
of smallholder farmers.
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Then and now:
a brief history of co-operatives
in sub-Saharan Africa.
While most African cultures have long
traditions of informal labour-exchange
and savings groups, the co-op model
was formally introduced across subSaharan Africa by colonial powers in
the nineteenth century. Smallholder
farmers sent produce to the local
co-op, who sold it on to unions or
marketing boards. The system was
imposed from above to achieve the
goals of central government, rather
than address the needs of member
farmers.
Strong central control continued after
independence in the 1960s and ‘70s, as
governments realised the potential of co-ops
as channels for socio-economic change.
However poor leadership often left co-ops in
the hands of illiterate committee members or
individuals vying for political influence. State
marketing boards controlled prices, farmers
lost faith.
With economic liberalisation in the late 1980s/
early ‘90s, some co-ops crumbled, unable to
compete with private sector actors or to
organise services that had previously been
provided by central government. But despite
being ill-prepared to survive in a free market,
co-ops (and farmer- based organisations in
general) have grown in number over the past
thirty years, as most governments have, at
some point, promoted them as a key to
unlocking agricultural growth.

Across the region today, co-ops in the
agriculture sector are largely regulated by
legal frameworks, but support on the ground
remains patchy, with considerable geographic
and sectoral variation. For some priority
crops, such as cocoa in Ghana, mandatory
membership and close government
engagement makes co-ops meaningful
channels for inputs and extension support.
In cases where co-ops are successfully
operating as independent business units, they
typically receive targeted support from the
private sector or an NGO.
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AMCOS in Tanzania
Agricultural Marketing Co-operative
Societies.
Coffee is a high-priority export crop in
Tanzania. The Government has
committed to increasing support to
co-ops, to reach a production target of
300,000MT by 2025 (up from ca.
51,000MT in 2019) and the nation’s
450,000 coffee growers are legally
allowed to market through Agricultural
Marketing Co-operative Societies
(AMCOS).

grip was tight, and co-ops existed largely as
agents of the state. They were top-heavy and
widely subject to corruption. Since
liberalisation, donor and private sector
organisations have invested heavily in some
parts of Tanzania to make AMCOS truly
co-operative, commercially sustainable units.
There is considerable variation in the nature
and quality of services each AMCOS
provides, largely dependant on the quality of
leadership and external support they have
received.

AMCOS deal with production, processing and
storage, transport, and marketing and also
serve as channels for subsidised inputs and
other government social support. Some have
strong links with the Tanzania Coffee
Research Institute, which provides technical
advice and access to improved inputs.

AMCOS may opt to become members of an
umbrella union, which support similar
functions to the AMCOS. Unions also differ in
capacity but, owing to their larger size, are
generally more effective at accessing finance
than individual AMCOS.

AMCOS vary in size depending on geography,
but generally cover two or three villages with
an average membership of 200 farmers,
whose individual farming plots vary in size
from 0.9 to 5 hectares. AMCOS employ staff
and management personnel and are governed
by a Board, elected from the farmer body.
They are required to convene a Members
Annual General Meeting (AGM) and local
government is closely involved in their
management, with district level co-operative
offices executing audits and signing-off on
financial agreements.
Some AMCOS date back to the start of the
20th century when colonial governments
established co-ops to distribute inputs and
control marketing. The central government
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About Taylor Winch Tanzania

TWT was established in 1993 and has
grown to become Tanzania’s leading
Arabica coffee exporter. 30% of their
coffee is purchased directly from
smallholder farmer co-ops, allowing
the company to respond to growing
consumer demand for certified
produce.
TWT’s parent company, Volcafe Ltd, is one of
the world’s biggest coffee traders, specialising
in single-origin, high-quality coffee. Their
sustainable sourcing strategy, The Volcafe
Way, provides smallholder producers with
agronomic, business and social support all
year round. In Tanzania, TWT has also helped
co-ops obtain Organic and UTZ/Rainforest
Alliance and C.A.F.E. Practices certifications,
certifications, to improve the quality and value
of the coffee, and to ensure the sustainability
of the entire operation.

We believe farm profitability is the root
problem and the solution to supply chain
stability. Producers of washed Arabicas
face fluctuating pressures — from market
volatility to pest outbreaks and climate
change — and those who aren’t
consistently profitable are the most
vulnerable. When producers see their
incomes improve, however, they’re
encouraged to improve farm practices,
increase productivity, deliver higher
quality and keep farming.”
Volcafe mission statement

It’s a win-win. Direct Export contracts allow
co-ops to access certification premiums and
higher prices than they would receive at
auction. Better quality, certified coffee delivers
higher margins for TWT too.

In 2018, UTZ and
Rainforest Alliance
amalgamated. They will
launch a single audit
mechanism in 2021 under
the Rainforest Alliance
name.

UTZ means “good”
in the Maya
language and is the
world’s largest
programme for
sustainable coffee
and cocoa farming.

The Rainforest Alliance
certifies that a product
was produced using
methods that support
the three pillars of
sustainability: social,
economic and
environmental.

SCS Global Services,
Starbucks, and
Conservation International
developed the Coffee And
Farmer Equity (C.A.F.E.)
Practices standard to
ensure Starbucks is
sourcing sustainably grown
and processed coffee.
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How AgDevCo’s SDU and Taylor Winch
Tanzania support coffee-growing AMCOS
Due diligence
Sign memorandum of understanding (MoU)
Train extension officer

Strengthen
AMCOS leadership

Growing
season
GAP training

Relationship
building

Harvest
GAP* training

Planting
GAP training

Dry season
GAP training

Ongoing
AMCOS support

Certification
support

Internal
inspections

Post-harvest
GAP training

Ongoing farmer
support
Inputs
finance -

small grants to
access quality
inputs

Coffee
production unit
- Technical
and managerial
capacity building
of staff

Access
to better
prices through
TWT direct
marketing

Leadership
support

Social
development

AgDevCo’s SDU and Taylor Winch Tanzania are working with 23 AMCOS in three regions
of Tanzania, who collectively have a membership of 15,000 smallholder farmers.
GAP = Good Agricultural Practices
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Year-round AMCOS support package
in detail:
Due diligence
6 months to assess potential AMCOS
partners. TWT regional staff attend AMCOS
AGMs, consult with individual farmer
members and speak with government
co-operative Officers.
Sign memorandum of understanding
MoU offers agronomic training, free use of
consultants and access to small grants. It is
not legally binding and co-ops are still free to
sell to any customer or at auction.
Train extension officer
An individual is selected from AMCOS
members to receive agronomic, youth
engagement, environmental and safety
training. S/he receives a salary, motorbike,
fuel and airtime and supports TWT regional
field managers.
Strengthen AMCOS leadership
Leadership and good governance training
builds board capacity and increases
transparency to gain farmers’ trust.
Internal inspections
Locally-recruited inspectors complete
questionnaires with each farmers to ensure
certification requirements are met.

Leadership support
Regular contact with AMCOS board and
ongoing leadership, business development
and good governance support.
Social development
Training in household budgeting and gender
equality ensures increased in-come benefits
the whole family.
Certification support
TZ/RA, Organic and C.A.F.E. practices
certification improves quality and secures
higher prices for farmers.
Relationship building
At district level with co-operative officers and
at national level with Tanzanian Coffee Board /
Tanzania Coffee Research Institute, to ensure
AMCOS needs are heard.

SDU and TWT have been
working together since 2019,
with support from the
Mastercard Foundation.
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Profile 1
Iyenga AMCOS
Location: Mbozi town, Songwe region

SONGWE
REGION

Membership: 292 certified farmers
Volumes produced: 44.3 Mt 2019/ 2020
season
Certification: UTZ certified since 2017

TWT first visited Iyenga in 2014.
They found strong leadership from
committed board members but the
AMCOS was providing very few
extension services, so engagement
with farmers was low and many
members preferred to sell to external
traders.

Mbozi is a traditional coffee growing area so
the quality of Iyenga’s product was good, but
outdated agricultural practices and a lack of
access to centralised, modern processing
facilities meant consistency was low. The
AMCOS was operating a wet mill, but a small
pulping machine limited capacity.
TWT helped Iyenga get UTZ certification for
the first time in 2017, pushing up prices and
attracting larger volumes from farmers. In
2019, a revolving grant from AgDevCo’s SDU
financed a larger 2.5MT/ hour pulping
machine at a central Coffee Production Unit
(CPU) allowing the AMCOS to satisfy demand
from farmers for post-harvest processing
services. Centralising production in this way is
especially beneficial for women, who
otherwise end up doing the labour-intensive,
time-consuming work of processing coffee
cherries with hand pulping machines.
In addition to agricultural extension services,
Iyenga AMCOS, with the support of TWT and
AgDevCo’s SDU, is providing gender
awareness training. TWT has also financed
and trained a youth group to provide
mechanised pruning and fumigation services,
creating valuable new employment
opportunities in rural Tanzania.
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The CPU reduces the amount of work
farmers have to do at home and there are
other benefits such as security, because
they deliver the coffee cherries to us the
same day they pick. The farmer who
processes her coffee at home worries it
will be stolen, even by family members.
Transport is a huge challenge, so we hire
cars and motorbikes to collect from
farmers who have notified us they are
harvesting that day.
People in the community can see things
are getting better and they encourage
others to join the AMCOS. I hear them
saying “take your coffee to the CPU, they
will improve its quality.”
Coffee growing will expand for sure in
our area as our children become adults.
The youth programme has reduced
unemployment and shown our young
people the importance of farming.”
Yustina Winston Luwemba.
Coffee Production Unit Supervisor.
(Left)

Farmers who brought their coffee to the
CPU received more than 1,000 TSH more
per KG last year. Next year it will be even
more because the CPU only started
operating halfway through the season.
You can see the impact that has on their
lives. They have galvanised roofing sheets
on their house now. Since Taylor Winch
started training us on fertilisers the land
isn’t degrading like it used to. We’re
farming like businessmen now.”
Runwell Santinywa.
AMCOS farmer.
(Right)
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UTZ certification has been especially
important. It signifies that we are making
progress and encourages us to continue
learning.
The new CPU is improving our operations
on so many levels. It uses nearly 50
percent less water than the old machine,
and doesn’t chip the beans, which is
critical. Buyers grade on the physical look
of the bean, as well as the taste, so we’re
getting higher grades now.”
Lingson Nyerere Mwa-kayonga.
AMCOS Chairman.
(Pictured)

I started growing coffee two years ago
and the AMCOS helps me get access to
inputs at the right time.
Through the youth programme we help
the community with their coffee growing
too. My income has grown twice. My
friends and I are contributing to the
economy now.”
Zamoyoni Haonga, 23.
New AMCOS member.
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Profile 2
Wamacu Union, Tarime
Location: Tarime town, Tarime district

RORYA

TARIME

MUSOMA URBAN

BUTIAMA
MUSOMA
RURAL

BUNDA

SERENGETI

Membership: 19 AMCOS, 1900 farmers
Projected volumes: 700Mt
Certification: ongoing application for UTZ
and EU Organic.

Tarime coffee has had rave reviews by
international speciality roasters but
AMCOS in the region have traditionally
received little support, and their remote
location poses logistical challenges.
However, the Tanzanian Coffee Board
has identified Tarime as an emerging
area, and TWT is expanding
engagement with Tarime AMCOS, led
by their Northern Region Sustainability
Manager, Grace Murungi.

“Tarime coffee farmers have the potential to
produce world-class Arabica and they have
such a positive attitude. Many coffee
producers in Tanzania are wedded to
traditional practices but it’s striking how
Tarime farmers are very willing to adapt to
certification requirements and adopt new
agricultural practices. 60% of them are using
old tree varieties but they are keen to replace
them with the newest, compact hybrids which
will thrive in the Tarime climate. The AMCOS
belong to the union, and the farmers have a
high level of trust in the union leadership,
which is helping us disseminate best
practices quickly.
Unions have not performed well in some parts
of Tanzania but here in Tarime the structure is
very useful as AMCOS are small
(approximately 100 farmers each). Our first
step was to provide their leaders with good
governance training. They were very
responsive and appointed a new Chairman
and General Manager, with backgrounds in
engineering and micro-finance.
We then signed an MoU to support UTZ and
Organic certification, provide extension
services and eventually purchase the
improved coffee. Organic certification is a
challenge in some regions of Tanzania but
Tarime has a tradition of organic farming:
fewer than 10% of farmers here use any
chemicals. We are helping the AMCOS meet
additional requirements for traceability and
sustainability, which has already improved
how the AMCOS are operating and increased
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farmer membership. The premium AMCOS
will earn through certification will be split
50-50 between the producers - who will likely
pool their earnings to bulk buy seedlings and the AMCOS itself. This will allow AMCOS
leadership to build simple offices, improve
their record-keeping and develop good
governance practices.
Historically, AMCOs have taken weeks to pay
farmers, which has incentivised side-selling to
itinerant traders with cash to offer. TWT
Direct-Export contracts provide advance
payments and a guaranteed price, which has
allowed the union to take over payments from
the AMCOS. AMCOS are now responsible
only for collection and transportation of dried
cherries to the centrally-operated union
warehouse, which has digital receipting
facilities and makes payments direct to
farmers’ bank accounts.
It’s all about cutting overheads at every stage
of the value chain so the union is looking to
invest in a truck to reduce transport costs. To
diversify the union’s revenue streams, we are
helping them find new customers for post-

Grace Murungi with coffee farmer Joyce Petro Mwita.

harvest services, such as local institutional
producers (e.g. the army, prison service and
churches).
Gender training is going to be key to our
success in Tarime, which still has a very
traditional, patriarchal culture. It was hard for
me, as a woman, trying to advise a room full
of men. When I first arrived, the only woman
on the board served us tea and then
disappeared! She now helps lead training
sessions and we’re seeing more women
register with AMCOS in their own names.
Our challenge is to find external funding for
the union to construct a facility to produce
fully washed coffee. With additional funding,
we would also be able to train extension
officers within the AMCOS to improve
agricultural practices, and construct better
ventilated, organic-compliant storage
infrastructure to reduce post-harvest losses.
This would have huge positive impact on the
quality of the coffee. It would also help the
union get Organic and UTZ certification and
thereby further increase farmers’ incomes.”
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People are running towards this
opportunity because, as we have been
able to show them, we can succeed. I
would advise women to sit down with
their spouses and talk with them. Tell
them “look at so-and-so, he has grown
coffee and has succeeded.” Then maybe
more men will change their minds and
coffee-growing will become part of their
life.”
Joyce Petro Mwita.
Champion coffee farmer, Tarime.
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Success factors in TWT’s relationships
with AMCOS across Tanzania

Thorough due-diligence: TWT conducts
thorough, patient due diligence on AMCOS,
to gauge their potential and to understand
their respective needs, in order to provide
tailored support.
Comprehensive technical support: TWT
invests in AMCOS’ loyalty with multifaceted
support across three pillars of (i) technical,
fit-for-purpose training and extension
services, (ii) finance, such as loans for
infrastructure investment and to pre-finance
AMCOS purchasing activities, and (iii)
competitive pricing.
Leadership-building: TWT continuously
looks for opportunities to build AMCOS’
management capacity – since stronger
AMCOS make stronger business partners.
Strong local relationships: Fundamentally,
these successful relationships are about
people. TWT’s on the ground staff work
collaboratively with AMCOS and their
smallholder farmer members, to build mutual
understanding and a strong rapport.
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Conclusion

TWT’s AMCOS support package is
comprehensive and constant, delivered
by a team of field officers and
managers. Their patient, steady
support has brought AMCOS to a point
where investment in better practices
has immediate effect, as demonstrated
by the instant rise in quality and prices
at Iyenga when they installed a new
Coffee Production Unit.
Tarime is a good example of a new geography
with the untapped potential that characterises
millions of smallholder farmers across
sub-Saharan Africa. As a familiar, democratic
structure, co-operatives are best placed to
take farmers on that development journey.
The end result is a win-win scenario that will
help accelerate the transformation of rural
Africa to a thriving, commercial agriculture
sector that benefits both people and planet.

Despite the pandemic, global demand for
high-end, speciality coffee from Tanzania
is increasing. So as long as we can keep
the quality high, we see strong growth
potential.
When a co-operative manages to produce
good quality they get a better price for it,
period – no matter the channel they use.
When they manage to sustain that high
quality for two or three years they build a
reputation, internally and externally, and
exporters, buyers, and roasters quickly
become interested. That translates into
even better prices and benefits.
Ensuring financial gain for producers is
central to sustainability - as soon as a
co-op isn’t making enough profit, all other
sustainability variables - such as environmental integrity and social equity - fall
behind. Co-operatives must make sense
as a business first and foremost.”
Juan Jose Suelves.
Managing Director, Taylor Winch Tanzania
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Agdevco’s Smallholder Development
Unit (SDU)
AgDevCo’s Smallholder Development Unit
(SDU), with the support of the Mastercard
Foundation and UK aid, supports rural
agricultural enterprises to develop equitable
schemes to boost productivity and in-comes
for smallholder farmers in Zambia,

Smallholder outgrower
schemes - principles of success

Mozambique, Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda,
Ghana, Senegal and Sierra Leone. We have a
range of guides available online with more
information about how to run a successful
smallholder scheme.

Gender lens investing: the
case for empowering women.
Practical findings for the
investment community.

A guide to technology
A guide to technology
implementation in agribusinesses. implementation in agribusinesses.
Part 2: Working with technology
Part 1: Developing requirements
providers

AgDevCo UK (HQ)
Peer House
8-14 Verulam Street
London
WC1X 8LZ
United Kingdom
WWW.AGDEVCO.COM

T + 44 (0) 20 7539 2650
E	info@agdevco.com

Engaging with Smallholder
Farmers: the business case

A guide to developing
inclusive outgrower schemes
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